The above map is an inset view of the West Norman Link, a route serving northwest Norman, including Norman Regional HealthPlex, University Northpark and the Embassy Suites — Norman Hotel and Convention Center.

**Brooks Street Transfer Station Connections**

10 Main Street  
1 Lindsey East  
12 Lindsey West  
21 Alameda/E. Norman  
24 Sooner Express  
32 Apartment Loop  
42 Social Security  
52 Campus Loop

* Lloyd Noble Shuttle (40) and Research Shuttle (42) operate only during regular service. During alternate service, the LNC and Research Shuttle (43) operates in place of Routes 40 and 42.

** During alternate service there is no service on the Campus Loop (52).

**Campus Depot Connections**

32 Apartment Loop  
40 Lloyd Noble Shuttle  
42 Research Shuttle  
43 LNC and Research  
44 Social Security  
55 Campus Loop